
National Partnership public advice for voting on Overtures 23, 37 V.2.1 (9.1.21)

These overtures open our foundational documents to broad interpretation by the inclusion of
shifting, unsettled, cultural language. Publications ranging from the Washington Post to small
reformed blogs have struggled to interpret O23 (BCO 16-4) and O37 (BCO 21, 24). Many in the
PCA are divided on the meaning of the overtures. There have been prominent voices speaking
for the adoption of O23 because it outlaws SSA Christian ministers, as well as prominent voices
speaking against O23 because it allows1 for SSA ministers. The proper interpretation of the
BCO is based on the words as written, not as they may have been intended. The GA did not
adopt reasons, much less codify reasons, for these revisions. Any Overture that immediately
instigates this much constitutional confusion is unworthy of our Standards. The following are a
few of our primary reasons urging the defeat of the proposed language to BCO 16-4 (O23) and
21-4 (O37)

I. These overtures degrade our doctrinal standards.
1. The proposed additions to BCO 21 and 24 (O37) bypasses scriptural/confessional

language entirely in favor of undefined terms that have no precedent or roots in our
Standards. The proposed addition to BCO 16 (O23) is redundant: the 3 provisions that
would actually disqualify a candidate are already contained in WCF and WLC2.

2. The proposed changes contribute to a shift of confessional weight to the BCO and away
from the WCF, directing the answers to deeply confessional questions away from our
doctrinal standards, seating them in our form of government. Shifting this weight to the
BCO in order to protect against a dilution of confessionalism creates the impression that
the WCF is merely background reading to a super-confessional BCO.

3. In the past, the General Assembly has not found it necessary or wise to address
theological or cultural issues by adding language to our BCO. Federal Vision, views on
Creation, charismatic gifts, theonomy, etc. are not mentioned in the BCO.

4. That an officer candidate must be “above reproach” is grounded in the teaching of 1
Timothy 3:2 and Titus 1:6-7. Our confession supplies a comprehensive teaching on
holiness, sin and corruption (e.g. WCF 6.5, 13.2-3, WLC 139). Is there any language in
the proposed amendments that improves upon the Confession in this area? Exam
committees will do far better asking candidates to affirm, or interact with, the
Confession’s teaching on these points rather than take a confusing, imprecise, shortcut
using the proposed language.

II. The overtures institute a “Magic Words” test for ministers and officers.
1. The proposed addition to BCO 21 (O37)  fails to provide clarity about what constitutes

the disqualifying self-profession. Under these rules, any brother who self-professes any
“remaining sinfulness” of “struggle against sinful actions” or “persistent sinful desires”
puts his ordination in jeopardy – not necessarily because he is living a sinful life, but
because he confesses that he still struggles with lusts, anger, ambition, family/work
balance, bitterness, etc. The consequences of adopting this standard into our
Constitution is either to tempt every man who wants to keep his ordination to be less

2 (e.g. WCF 6.5, 13.2-3, WLC 139)

1 https://www.theaquilareport.com/why-i-plan-to-vote-against-bco-homosexual-changes/



transparent, and to put a weapon in the hand of every aggressive person or party that
wants to control a church or a presbytery.

2. The so-called “consensus” language of the proposed addition to BCO 16 (O23) did not
come to a vote before a last-minute parenthetical amendment was added, reintroducing
the very terms that had been stricken in the Overture Committee’s first consideration of
the Overture. This creates an ambiguity in BCO 16-4 that no one perceived in the heat of
the moment. The ambiguity is caused by the uncertainty of the word “that” after the first
parenthesis. Does the “that”  which disqualifies from pastoral office refer to what is within
the parenthesis; i.e., those who profess an identity “such as, but not limited to, [etc.],” or,
does the “that” refer to the explanatory clauses following it: i.e., those who profess an
identity “such as but not limited to ‘gay Christian,’ ‘same sex attracted Christian,’
‘homosexual Christian,’ are disqualified only if they express their identity in ways
contrary to the standards?

3. The effect on credentialing committees at the Session and Presbytery level will be
significant. Examiners may ask if a man ever experiences same-sex attractions, and if
the candidate admits to such might immediately seek to disqualify based on the
parenthetical written into BCO 16-4 (O23), then another examiner might ask the three
clarifying questions and upon the candidate’s agreement with those statements move to
qualify based on BCO 16-4. It is conceivable that presbyteries will be divided about the
relative weight of either the parenthetical or the three criteria, resulting in a complaint of
the action in either direction, by either faction.

4. The proposed 21-4 (O37) recommends the establishment of committees specially tasked
with uncovering evidence of these and any other notorious sins as defined by the
committee. The language goes on to recommend the establishment of such a committee
in every court for detailed examination of all Elder and Deacon candidates. For a
Presbyterian denomination that distinguishes itself by a grass roots ethic that protects
the rights of individuals and lower courts according to Confessional standards, we are
being asked to set up an entirely new architecture for examining committees operating
according to undefined terms and with undefined powers. Passing this amendment
opens the door to an inquisitional culture the PCA has never allowed.

III. These overtures undermine existing guidance and ministry to SSA Christians.
1. The AIC study report, overwhelmingly commended by our General Assembly, dealt with

the propriety of using identity language as an issue not in the arena of church discipline
or disqualification from ministry, but as a question of wisdom.3

2. These overtures will be heard and read by many faithful same-sex attracted congregants
in ways that will make them feel more alone and isolated in our congregations. Our
confessional standards address human sexuality in clear and unambiguous ways, and
our AIC study report provides helpful application of them to the current cultural
moment; it’s worth noting that the GA’s Ad Interim Study Committee on Sexuality saw
no need to recommend any changes to our BCO. Adding them will simply memorialize
confusing, litigious, time-bound language into our polity.

3 “In practical and plain terms, the issue of terminology is more likely a matter for shepherding in wisdom, and not in
and of itself grounds for discipline.” p.30 (https://www.pcaac.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/AIC-Report-to-48th-GA-5-28-20-1.pdf)


